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ABSTRACT: The Vast use of classic and modern technologies of internet causes increase the interest on systems that will 

protect in visual images against the  wrongful manipulation that may be processed during the execution / transmission .One 

reason behind this problem is the verification of image received during communication. This work will be performed by 

strong image, and for this the image must be first registered by taking advantage of information provided by specific part of 

connected image. We describe strong image setting method in which there is a use of hash element (signatures) . The 

required signature is also attached with image before the transmission of image as well as before the image will send at 

destination place to get the graphical transformation of the received image. The accessor is based on the selecting the image 

which is having highest preference in the parameter space to recovered the graphical transformation which is used to 

manipulate image. The required image encodes the spaces occurred to deal with textures and contrasted strong image types. 

A block-wise strong image will be detected which occurs a graphical representation showing the visual impression 

of distributed of data with directed slope can be also proposed. This can be also used to build the signature for each strong 

image block.  This new technique shows that it gives nice result as compared with state-of-art method. 

 

Keywords: Bag of features (BOF), forensic hash, geometric transformations, image forensics, image registration, 

tampering.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 The growing demand of techniques useful to protect digital visual data against malicious manipulations is induced 

by different episodes that make questionable the use of visual content as evidence material [1], [2]. All those, methods used 

for validity and authenticity of received image are required in internet communication. This strong image recognition can be 

make by using watermarking approach. This watermark will be inserted into the image during strong image recognition, and 

problems will be extracted to verify if there were any bad executions on received image. Any damage into the watermark 

proves that strong image is under construction 

To avoid the twisting of content of image in watermarking method there is another method introduced that is 

signature based method. In Signature –based approach the signature must be small and strong and cannot be overlap into 

Image and also it must be header information of that image. Different signature-based approaches have been recently 

proposed in literature [3]–[10]. Most of them share the  same basic scheme: 1) a hash code based on the visual content is 

attached to the image to be sent; 2) the hash is analyzed at destination to verify the reliability of the received image. 

This method image hash is used with the help of which all the information and image content will be available in 

condensed way. The Hashed image  must be strong against the operation allowed to it as well as its appearance also different 

from other image. This image hashing techniques is very useful technique for validating or checking the image 

authentication by using proper communication channel. Image hashing techniques are considered extremely useful to 

validate the authenticity of an image received through a communication channel. The binary decision task used for image 

authentication is not sufficient in this process. In the application, Forensic Science is fundamental to provide scientific 

evidence through the history of the possible manipulations ,which is applied to the original image to obtain the one, in which 

analysis manipulations provides required  information to the end user , to decide whether the image can be trusted or not. All 

image manipulation information should be recovered from the short image hash signature which is one of the most 

challenging task. The list of manipulations provides to the end user the information needed to decide whether the image can 

be trusted or not. In order to perform tampering localization, the receiver should be able to filter out all the geometric 

transformations (e.g., rotation, scaling, translation, etc.) added to the tampered image by aligning the received image to the 

one at the sender[3]–[8]. 

The image alignment can be done randomly where only received image can be available at destination level and 

there is no any reference image available . At this level the geometric transformation of received image which is taken from 

signature  must be recover which is most challenging task. At this level for better performance of image alignment and 

tampering localization it requires to design robust forensic hash method. Despite the fact that different robust alignment 

techniques have been proposed by computer vision researchers [11]–[13], these different techniques are not suitable in  

forensic hashing, the basic  requirement is that the image signature should be as ―compact‖ as possible to reduce the  

overhead of the network communications. To fit the basic condition/requirement , authors of [6] have proposed to exploit 

information extracted through Radon transform and scale space  theory in order to estimate the parameters of the geometric 

transformations (i.e., rotation and scale). 

To make more strong the alignment phase with respect to manipulations such as cropping and tampering, an image 

hash based on robust invariant features has been proposed in [7]. The latter technique extended the idea previously proposed 

in [8] by employing the bag of features (BOF) model to represent the features to be used as image hash. This representation 

of bag of features ( BOF)  is useful to reduce the space needed for the image signature, by maintaining the performances of 

the alignment component. In [4] a more robust approach based on a cascade of estimators has been introduced; it is able to 

better handle the replicated matchings in order to make a more robust estimation of the orientation parameter. The use of the 
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cascade of estimators, which allows a higher precision in estimating the scale factor, this is the more  effective way to deal 

with the problem of wrong matchings has been proposed in [3], where a filtering strategy based on the scale-invariant feature 

transform (SIFT) dominant directions combined in cascade with a robust estimator based on a voting strategy on the 

parameter space is presented. Taking into account the technique in [3], we propose to extend the underlying approach by 

encoding the spatial distribution of the image features to deal with highly textured and contrasted tampering patterns. 

The proposed estimator is based on a voting procedure in the parameter space of the model which is used to recover 

the geometric transformation occurred into the manipulated image. The proposed  method of tampering detection  obtains 

satisfactory results with a significant margin in terms of estimation accuracy with respect to [4] and [7]. Further, by encoding 

spatial distribution  the proposed method performs the original method proposed in [3] when strongly contrasted and/or 

texture regions are contained into the image. I also propose a block-wise tampering detection based on histograms of 

oriented gradients representation ,which makes the use of a non-uniform quantization to build the signature of each image 

block for tampering purposes. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the non-uniform quantization in terms of 

both compactness of the final hash signature and tampering detection accuracy. The main contributions of the paper can be 

summarized as follows. 

1) Lu et al. [7] simply consider only the single matching in the first estimation and refine the results later considering the 

remaining ones. Although the refinement can be useful, the correctness of the final estimation heavily depends on the first 

estimation (only a refinement is performed later). Our approach does not discard replicated matchings retaining their useful 

information. The ambiguity of the matching is solved considering all the possible pairs with the same. As discussed also in 

[4], this solution introduces additional noise (i.e., incorrect pairs) that has to be properly taken into account employing the 

voting procedure. 

2) The strong image estimator is based on a signature voting strategy. This voting strategy under parameter space allows to 

map the matchings from the image coordinate space to the parameters space novel. Specifically, the equations related to the 

similarity model have been combined and reduced with respect to the simple application of the voting procedure in the four-

dimensional parameters space. 

3) Feature selection based on their spatial distribution. In previous works (Lu et al. [7], Roy et al. [8], Battiato et al.[4]) the 

features were selected considering only their contrast properties. The proposed approach introduces a novel selection 

strategy that considers both contrast properties and spatial distribution of the features. 

4) Complex dataset of tampered images. 

 

II. REGISTRATION 
The Alignment of received image is one of the conmen steps of image tampering detection. Registration of image is 

little but difficult job since all the other tasks (e.g., tampering localization) usually assume that the received image is aligned 

with the original one, and hence could fail if the registration is not properly done. Because of limited information can be 

used like no any original image is available at destination and image hash should be as short as possible ,Classical 

registration approaches [11]–[13]cannot be directly employed in the considered context. 

The schema of the proposed registration component is shown in Fig. 1. As in [3], [4], and [7], we adopt a BOF-

based representation [15] to reduce the dimensionality of the descriptors we employ a transformation model and a voting 

strategy to retrieve the geometric manipulation [16].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

In the proposed system, a codebook is generated by clustering the set of SIFT [17] extracted on training images. The 

clustering procedure points out a centroid for each cluster. The set of centroids represents the codebook to be used during the 

image hash generation. The computed codebook is shared between sender and receiver (Fig. 1). 

This codebook is built only once, and then used for all the communications between sender and receiver (i.e., no extra 

overhead for each communication).The sender can extracts all  SIFT features and sorts them in descending order with 

respect to their contrast values. After extracting of all features , the top SIFT are selected and associated to the label 

corresponding to the closest centroid belonging to the shared codebook. At last, the final signature for the alignment 

component is created by considering the label, the dominant direction, and the key point coordinates for each selected SIFT 

(Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Overall schema of proposed registration component 
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The source image and the corresponding hash component for the alignment are sent to the destination. As in [5] the system 

assumes that the image is sent over a network consisting of possibly untrusted nodes, whereas the signature is sent upon 

request through a trusted authentication server which encrypts the hash in order to guarantee its integrity.  

After reaching the image at its destination, the receiver generates the related hash signature for registration by using 

the same procedure employed by the sender. Then, the entries of the hashes and are matched by considering the values (see  

Fig. 1,The alignment is performed by employing a similarity transformation of key point pairs corresponding to matched 

hashes entries (1) &(2). The earlier transformation is used to model the geometrical manipulations which have been done on 

the source image during the untrusted communication. Source image points are transforms with destination image point by 

combining rotate on, scaling and translation process. 

 

III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
The image signature to be used for  alignment component must be strong enough  against malicious manipulations. 

As well as, the image hash should be that much strong to handle different visual content to be encoded like (textures, 

contrast variations, etc.).  

For the communication purpose a small subset of the strong image features is retained to compose the image hash 

for the alignment component. Fig. 4 shows an example of malicious tampering which deludes the typical SIFT-based 

systems presented in [3], [4], [7],  and [8]. In Fig. 4(a) the image at the source is shown, whereas the malicious pattern added 

during the transmission is reported in Fig. 4(b). Sixty SIFT selected by the approach discussed in Section II, at both source 

and destination, are shown in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d). 

As demonstrated by the figures, all the SIFT extracted by the sender which are used to build the alignment signature 

are concealed at destination, since all the 60 SIFT . The alignment procedure is hence invalidated, and all further processing 

to verify the authenticity of the image, to localize the tampered regions, and in general to tell the history of the manipulations 

of the image, will be unreliable. In order to improve the strongness of the registration phase we suggest modifying the initial 

step.   

 

 
Fig. 4. Concealing true local features: (a) Original image, (b) tampering pattern, 

(c) 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on the original image.(d)  

The 60 SIFT selected by ordering contrast values on tampered image. 

 

As reported in [19]–[21] the spatial distribution of the features on the entire image is a property that registration 

algorithms have to take into account. The proposed spatial-based selection process works as follows: first the SIFT are 

extracted and then grouped taking into account the spatial coordinates of the obtained feature key points. The grouping can 

be done employing a classic clustering algorithm (k-means, hierarchical clustering, etc.). For each cluster, the best SIFT in 

terms of contrast value is selected. In this way, the proposed feature selection procedure allows us to extract high contrasted 

features (corresponding to the clusters) well distributed in the image in terms of spatial position. 

 

IV. FIGURES AND TABLES 
The composition of the considered dataset allows for coping with the high scene variability needed to properly test 

methods in the context of application of this paper. The training set used in the experiments is built through a random 

selection of 150 images from the aforementioned dataset. Specifically, ten images have been randomly sampled from each 

scene category. Training and test sets are available for experimental purposes.1 The following image transformations have 

been considered (Table I): cropping, rotation, scaling, translation, seam carving, tampering, linear photometric 

transformation and JPEG compression. The considered transformations are typically available on image manipulation 

software. Tampering on the [22] subset has been performed through the swapping of blocks (50 50) between two images 

randomly selected from the training 

The registration results can be obtained by employing the proposed alignment approach (with and without spatial 

clustering) with hash component of different size (i.e., different number of SIFT) are reported in Table II 
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TABLE I 

IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

 
 

                                        

                                           TABLE II 

      REGISTRATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED 

APPROACH 

 

                                                   

                                              TABLE IV 

                                 AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR 

 

 
                                                  TABLE V 

                                    AVERAGE SCALING ERROR 

                                                  

                                                 TABLE III 

         COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO 

UNMATCHED IMAGES 

 
 

 

As reported in Table III, by increasing the number of SIFT points the number of unmatched images decreases (i.e., 

image pairs that the algorithm is not able to process because there are no matchings between and ) for all the approaches. In 

all cases the percentage of images on which our algorithm (with and without spatial clustering) is able to work is higher than 

the one obtained by the approach proposed in [7].  

Tables IV and V show the results obtained in terms of rotational and scale estimation through mean absolute error. 

In order to properly compare the methods, the results have been computed taking into account the images on which all 

approaches were able to work (the number of unmatched images is reported into the tables). The proposed approach (with 

and without spatial clustering) out performs [4] and [7] obtaining a considerable 

gain both in terms of rotational and scaling accuracy. Moreover, the performance of our approach significantly improves 

with the increasing of the extracted feature points (SIFT).  

A good gain in terms of performance is also obtained with respect to the scale factor (Table V). 

 

TABLE VI 

PERCENTAGE OF UNMATCHED IMAGES OBTAINED THROUGH MALICIOUS 

MANIPULATION 

 
 

TableVI shows the percentage of malicious manipulated images that cannot be considered by the different 

approaches (i.e., there are no matchings between and ), whereas Tables VII and VIII report the results obtained y the 

different approaches on the malicious manipulated images  have been found.     
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TABLE VII 

AVERAGE ROTATIONAL ERROR ON IMAGES OBTAINED   THROUGH  MALICIOUS MANIPULATION 

 
 

In Table IX the different approaches are compared taking into account only the images on which all the approaches 

are able to find matchings The results demonstrate that robustness can be obtained embedding spatial information during the 

selection of the features to be used as a signature for the alignment component. The embedded spatial information helps to 

deal with tampered images obtained by adding patches containing a highly texturized and contrasted pattern. 

A novel test dataset has been hence built by using (16) and (17) for shear and (18) and (19) for the anisotropic scale 

(see Table XI). As reported in Tables XII and XIII the accuracy of the proposed affine solution, although dependent on the 

degree of the affine warping, can be considered satisfactory. Finally, the results obtained with the affine model by 

considering the dataset containing all the transformation in Tables I and XI are reported in Table XIV. The obtained results 

confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

 

TABLE XI 

IMAGE TRANSFORMATIONS 

 
 

TABLE XIV 

AVERAGE ERRORS OBTAINED BY PROPOSED SOLUTION BASED ON 

AFFINE MODEL. SIXTY SIFT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN IMA 

HASH GENERATION PROCESS 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
The main contribution of this paper is related to the alignment of images in the context of distributed forensic 

systems. A strong image registration component which exploits an image signature based on the BOF paradigm has been 

introduced. The proposed hash encodes the spatial distribution of features to better deal with highly texturized and contrasted 

tampering patches. Moreover, a non-uniform quantization of histograms of oriented gradients is exploited to perform 

tampering localization. The proposed framework has been experimentally tested on a representative dataset of scenes. 

Comparative tests show that the proposed approach out performs recently appeared techniques by obtaining a significant 

margin in terms of registration accuracy, discriminative performances and tampering detection. Future works should concern 

a more in-depth analysis to establish the minimal number of SIFT needed to guarantee an accurate estimation of the 

geometric transformations and a study in terms of bits needed to represent the overall image signature. 

 
Fig. 9. Example of proposed tampering detection workflow. In (d) orange indicates recognized tampered blocks, whereas 

green indicates blocks detected as not tampered. Blue indicates image blocks falling on border of images after registration. 

The 32  grid in (c) and (d) has been over imposed just for visual assessment. This result has been obtained employing 

alignment with spatial clustering and non-uniform quantization for tampering detection. (a) Original image. (b) Tampered 

image. (c) Image registration. (d) Tampering localization. 
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